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Methods and Recognition

The following is a detailed list of Methods that the Netrunu'marol use to commit their reign of terror, but
also how to recognize them.

Methods

The Netrunu'marol are known for their cruel and deadly methods and aren't afraid to plant bombs in
areas of high traffic, if it means taking out Daur or My'leke in the process. Their primary form of fear is
targeting schools, hospitals, and nurseries where children congregate. As attacking the young, ensures
there is no future, although this often get’s Laibe kids caught in the middle, as far as the Netrunu are
concerned any Laibe that doesn’t see the Daur or My’leke as a problem are open targets.

Perhaps, it’s this bomb making that makes them so well known amongst the Kingdom, that and their
penchant for drive-by shootings and kidnapping of influential Daur and My'leke and will even execute
their hostages live, by hijacking news feeds to do this, as another means of instilling even more fear.
When the organization kills a hostage, they'll send parts of that hostage back to their families, or even,
send boxes full of blood as well.

However, one thing of note, is that the Netrunu'marol are not at all afraid to strike the military - which
has garnered them much resentment from their own community since there are Laibe who serve the
Kingdom.

The Netrunu'marol doesn’t partake in suicide bombings if it can be helped, due to their proud and
'morally superior' nature. At most, the only time this happens is as a matter of last resort.

Bombs

Bombs are the main preferred method of the Netrunu'marol to commit their acts of terror. Typically
bombs are designed to be placed in suitcases or in small packages that can either be mailed to, or
placed, at locations where the act of terror is to take place.

The types of bombs used various considerably depending on the 'type' of bombing that is needed. Small
bombs are used to strike individual homes, or to hide in inconspicuous locations such as trashcans or
mailboxes. While medium and large bombs are typically used to destroy buildings or to kill large numbers
of people.

Firearms

Firearms, such as rifles stolen from the military, are commonly used to perform raids on military
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installations for weaponry that is needed in an operation or to rob banks for quick funding. Most firearms
have their identifiers removed.

Kidnapping

The Netrunu'marol also employ kidnapping as another method of terror. Most kidnapping occur against
Kit's1), due to the cultures natural protection of children. Kidnapping are done to get money, but can also
be done to instill fear in politicians or, when it comes to the My'leke, tribal leaders. When a ransom isn't
paid, the hostage is either returned to the family in pieces or a video is sent demonstrating the killing.

Recognition

The Netrunu'marol are easily recognized by their blood red cloaks that are worn during operations, this is
done not only to show themselves off to the Kingdom but also as a means of demonstrating their push for
total purification. The organization has two different forms of identification, one is a banner found in their
camps, while the other is the more common-place 'Fear Flag'

Cell Banner

The other type of banner is their Cell Banner, or a banner that is found only in a cities main cell camp.
Their banner is stained blood red, with a Kit who is sitting down on his knees being shot through the back
of the head, there is a dead My'leke just a few feet in front of the Kit. Behind the kit are several Laibe
with illustrated weapons, ready to take the battle to where it is needed.

When the organization plants bombs, a smaller version of their flag is either spray painted or itched into
the bomb's casing.

Fear Flag

A Fear Flag is a common flag that is worn either on the backs of members, or that is found itched into
bombs and other items. The fear flag is merely a blood red flag with a My'leke and Daur crossed out with
the words 'Death to the Slave Masters'

1)

children
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